Abstract-The analysis of scientific data of increasing size and complexity requires statistical machine learning methods that are both interpretable and predictive. Union of Intersections (UoI), a recently developed framework, is a two-step approach that separates model selection and model estimation. A linear regression algorithm based on UoI, U oI LASSO , simultaneously achieves low false positives and low false negative feature selection as well as low bias and low variance estimates. Together, these qualities make the results both predictive and interpretable. In this paper, we optimize the U oI LASSO algorithm for single-node execution on NERSC's Cori Knights Landing, a Xeon Phi based supercomputer. We then scale U oI LASSO to execute on cores ranging from 68-278,528 cores on a range of dataset sizes demonstrating the weak and strong scaling of the implementation. We also implement a variant of U oI LASSO , U oI V AR for vector autoregressive models, to analyze high dimensional time-series data. We perform single node optimization and multi-node scaling experiments for U oI V AR to demonstrate the effectiveness of the algorithm for weak and strong scaling. Our implementations enable to use estimate the largest VAR model (1000 nodes) we are aware of, and apply it to large neurophysiology data 192 nodes).
I. INTRODUCTION
The growth of the Internet and social media applications have paved the way for the development of highly sophisticated machine learning and statistical data analysis tools. Beyond the Internet, scientific data collection strategies have grown exponentially over the years by innovation in the field of sensors and advanced data collection methods. Many fields such as genetics, mass spectrometry, and neuroscience now have the means of collecting big data through various devices and sensors [1] . In particular, advanced recording devices created as part of the BRAIN Initiative enable recording neural activities from hundreds to thousands of neurons for days at a time, generating TeraBytes and some cases PetaBytes of data [2] .
Statistical data analysis methods for scientific applications are required to give comprehensible results from large datasets in a human-readable way (interpretable) while maintaining high-quality prediction (predictive). However, there is generally a trade-off between interpretability and predictability, methods offering both are uncommon [1] . In particular, most commercial applications, which are the major forcing functions in stats/ML methods development, are comfortable with black-box approaches that maximize predictive accuracy on, e.g., predicting how many clicks an ad will get. This is particularly true for method designed to be run at large scale. Innovations in the supercomputing domain enable the analysis of largescale datasets, especially if the data analysis framework is highly scalable (execute on 10000s of cores).
The Union of Intersections (UoI) framework developed in [3] is a novel statistical machine learning framework that enhances the interpretability and predictive accuracy of many methods while also being scalable to analyze big datasets. Methods based on UoI perform model selection and model estimation through intersection and union operations, respectively. For both selection and estimation, UoI-based methods utilize the notion of 'stability to perturbation'. The main mathematical innovations of the U oI algorithm are 1) create a family of potential model supports through an intersection operation for a range of regularization parameters; and 2) combine the abovecomputed supports with a union operation so as to increase prediction accuracy on held out data.
In this paper, we implement U oI LASSO and U oI V AR in C++ and analyze the algorithms for optimizations for better performance on single-node of Xeon Phi processor supercomputer system. Then, we analyze the natural algorithmic parallelism and try to exploit it in our implementation using the MPI framework. We evaluate our multi-node implementation with high-dimensional synthetic datasets and demonstrate the weak and strong scaling of both the algorithms. Finally, we run the U oI V AR algorithm on real neurophysiology data to create a the largest (192 nodes) VAR model in neuroscience.
II. METHODS

A. Overview of UoI Algorithm
The UoI is a generalized framework into which a wide range of existing algorithms can be implemented. In this paper, we implement U oI LASSO to solve the sparse linear regression problem, which is subsequently used to enable U oI V AR for vector autoregressive models to analyze high dimensional time series data. A serial version of the U oI LASSO algorithm is given in Algorithm 1 and U oI V AR is given in algorithm 2. The basic framework has two modules, namely model selection, and model estimation. In model selection, for a range of bootstrap subsamples (B 1 ) and regularization parameters (λ), the LASSO algorithm is used to find estimates by solving a constrained convex optimization problem. For a given value of (λ) LASSO algorithm sets some features exactly to zero on any given bootstrap sample. The support associated with a given λ, S j is taken as the intersection of the supports across bootstrap samples. This is done for each value of (λ), creating a family of potential model supports S = [S 1 , S 2 , ..., S q ]. In the model estimation module, estimates for the different model supports (S j ) are calculated with ordinary-least-squares (OLS), a nearly unbiased estimator, across a number of bootstrap samples B 2 . The estimates associated with different model supports are averaged (a union operation) so as to increase prediction accuracy. This last step is a novel model averaging, merging some ideas of bagging (averaging parametric estimates) and boosting (combining results across multiple models).
B. Formal Statistical Description
Let us consider n samples of input data ((Y 1 , X 1 ), ...,(Y n , X n )) with univariate response variable Y and pdimensional predictor variable X. The linear regression model for this input data is generated as:
where Y = (Y 1 , ..., Y n ), X is a n × p design matrix; = ( 1 , ..., n ) are random noise terms with iid ∼ N (0, σ 2 I n ). Let S be a non-zero coefficient set of β.
The LASSO regression algorithm with penalization parameter λ > 0 minimizes the following constrained convex optimization problem with respect to β:
Here, the first term on the right-hand side penalizes the error of the estimates, while the second term penalizes L 1 norm of the parameter vector β, setting some values of β to zero.
C. Model Selection -Intersection
For every bootstrap sample T k the LASSO estimates ( jβk ) are computed (here, using the LASSO Alternating Direction Method of Multipliers (ADMM), see equation 6) across different regularization parameter values, λ j . For each bootstrap sample, the support (S k j ) are the non-zero values of the estimates calculated by LASSO-ADMM.
It is known that the LASSO estimator is prone to false positives: i.e., it includes more parameters than are in the model. To mitigate this, the support associated with a given λ, S j is taken as the intersection of the supports across bootstrap samples:
This is done for each value of (λ), creating a family of potential model supports S = [S 1 , S 2 , ..., S q ].
D. Model Estimation -Union
A B 2 number of estimation bootstraps are considered to compute the model estimates. A low bias estimator, like Ordinary Least Squares (OLS), is used to estimate the associated model from the model selection step (Algo.1 line 18). The algorithm then computes a Union of supports by averaging OLS estimates.
The variable set post union (averaging) can be represented as (approximately): 
where x ∈ R n , z ∈ R m , and f and g are convex. The LASSO-ADMM algorithm consists of an x minimization, z minimization followed by a dual variable update. The separation of minimization over x and z allows for the separate decomposition of f or g. Here, x and z can be updated in sequential or alternating computations which gives the name alternating direction. In the distributed ADMM algorithm, each core is responsible for computation of its own objective and constraint variables and its quadratic term is updated so that all the cores converge to a common value of estimates. To ensure a good scalability, the ordinary least squares (OLS) is implemented using LASSO-ADMM algorithm for model estimation by setting regularization parameter λ to 0, thereby making g in equation 5 equal to 0.
F. U oI LASSO Algorithm
A high-level overview of the U oI LASSO algorithm consists of two Map-Solve-Reduce steps (Figure 1 ). The algorithm takes multiple random bootstrap subsamples of the input data (M ap) and distributes it across different computation cores. Next, LASSO and OLS (Solve) use the data for solving the convex optimization. The resultant estimates are then combined by intersection and union operations (Reduce). The Reduce step in model selection performs a feature compression by intersection operation of supports across bootstraps. The Reduce step in model estimation performs a feature expansion by averaging
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G. U oI V AR Algorithm
The U oI LASSO implementation can be adapted with small modifications to sparse estimation of vector autoregressive model parameters from high-dimensional time series data. In this case the input data is a vector time series {X t } N t=1 generated by a vector autoregres-
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where X t ∈ R p , and the process has p-dimensional
The stability of the process is expressed by the constraint
provides a model for the data which can be written as a multivariate least squares problem with correlated errors of the form Y = XB + E. In particular, the response is the
and the regressors are lagged values represented in the (N − d) × (dp) matrix
and the coefficient matrix is
Several estimation strategies are classically applied to this form of time series model for low-dimensional data (small p), among which is to vectorize the problem as shown in equation 9 and apply ordinary least squares to estimate the entries of the A j matrices.
Equation 9 then has the same form as equation 1. Noting this correspondence, estimation with sparsity in high-dimensional time series can be accomplished by first rearranging the multivariate least squares problem and then solving the LASSO problem (equation 2) for the resulting rearrangement.
The UoI implementation, shown as Algorithm 2, is consequently similar to U oI LASSO , but with a bootstrap method appropriate for capturing temporal dependence in the input data and large matrix operations required to obtain a problem of the form shown in equation 2. Aside from these modifications, the algorithm is the same as U oI LASSO Algorithm 1. III. SCALABLE U oI LASSO AND U oI V AR U oI LASSO and U oI V AR exhibits a high degree of algorithmic parallelism. In each of the model selection and model estimation steps, the bootstrap subsamples (B 1 and B 2 ) can be parallelized, referred to as P B parallelization. Additionally, parallelization over regularization parameters (λ j ) can be used (referred to as P λ parallelization). An important point to consider is that the model selection and model estimation must occur in a sequential order and cannot be parallelized. In addition to the P B and P λ parallelization, the LASSO-ADMM computation can be performed in a distributed manner.
A. Randomized Data Distribution Design for HDF5 1) U oI LASSO : The synthetic datasets used in this evaluation have the "Samples" in Rows and "Features" in Columns. The dataset size is the problem size for U oI LASSO . We use HDF5 application program interface for Data I/O. HDF5 offers parallel reading of the input file, albeit in contiguous chunks. The library does not provide a random reading of input data without reading the file multiple times in a loop. To parallelize this operation, we introduce a novel randomized data distribution technique. First, the data is read in parallel from the input file into the computation cores in contiguous blocks. As shown in Figure 1 T0 or Tier0 is the source HDF5 file. The contiguous reading by all the processes is done in T1, Tier1, using HDF5 hyperslabs [4] . Tier0 and Tier1 data distribution use an underlying HDF5-parallel library for parallel accesses and hyperslab creation. By creating hyperslabs, the application can read the data file and load them into the memory space created on each compute core. Having loaded the data from the input file into the compute cores, we employ MPI One-Sided communication to randomly distribute the subsamples (T2, Tier2).
2) U oI V AR : In U oI V AR the input data is a time series and a temporal dependence is required while analyzing the data. To maintain this dependence, a block shuffle approach was adopted by randomly selecting time series blocks for every bootstrap subsample. The Algorithm 2 lines 5 and 21-22, requires a column stacking vectorization step to construct Y k T and an identity Kronecker product step to construct X k T . In the serial version of the algorithm a simple vectorization and Kronecker product functions can be invoked, but in a distributed-memory parallel paradigm, this is not possible. Unlike U oI LASSO , the synthetic datasets for U oI V AR are relatively small (in order of MegaBytes) and the problem is created in the Kronecker Product and Vectorization (lines 5) of Algorithm 2. The actual problem size increases in the order ≈ O(p 3 ), where p is the number of features. Due to the small size of the data, the T1 parallel reading layer cannot be deployed. To overcome this issue, we have developed a distributed Kronecker product and vectorization strategy using MPI one-sided communication with the windows created by the n reader processes: a small number of processes (usually equal to the number of samples based on the availability of resources) read the data file in parallel and creates windows for MPI-One sided communication for distributed Kronecker Product and Vectorization. 
IV. RESULTS
The single node and multi-node runs for this paper were conducted on Cori Knights Landing (KNL) supercomputer at NERSC. Cori KNL is a Cray XC40 supercomputer consisting of 9,688 nodes of 1.4 GHz Intel Xeon Phi processors with a single socket 68 cores per node. The aggregated memory for a single node in KNL is 16GB MCDRAM and a 96GB DDR. The U oI LASSO and U oI V AR algorithms were implemented in C++ using Eigen3 library [5] for linear algebra computations and Intel-MKL library [6] for BLAS operations for U oI LASSO to utilize the inbuilt Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) directives. The MPI framework was used for parallelization and communication between the processes.
For all the evaluations in this paper, synthetic datasets ranging from 16GB to 8TB were generated for U oI LASSO , and datasets that generate problem sizes of 16GB to 8TB were generated for U oI V AR . The experiments were carried out in two phases, Single Node performance and optimizations, and Multi-Node scaling. The feature size for U oI LASSO is kept a constant at 20,101 features across datasets to study the effect of communication. The number of samples are varied up to 51 million data points. For U oI V AR , the dataset features range from 356 for a 128GB problem size to 1000 features for 8TB problem size and the number of samples are twice the size of the features.
A. Performance and Scaling of U oI LASSO 1) Single Node Performance: The focus of single node performance analysis is to identify the potential bottlenecks in the program and optimize them.
Post optimization, the performance improvement is calculated using a performance roofline model for both the program and the architecture (Xeon Phi) on which the program is executed. A ≈ 16GB dataset with five selection and estimation bootstrap samples (B 1 = B 2 = 5) and eight regularization parameters(q) were chosen for single node optimization of the implementation.
Our initial analyses showed that the Matrix multiplication and Matrix-Vector product in LASSO-ADMM function were the bottlenecks. Execution of these operations accounted for almost 40.8% of the total runtime and showed very poor performance with native Eigen3 library on Cori KNL. To alleviate the poor performance we implemented the BLAS operations for matrix multiply and matrix-vector product using the Intel-MKL library. Figure 2 shows the runtime for single node run. Almost 90% of the runtime is dominated by computation and less than 10% by communication. All the MPI calls like MPI_Bcast, MPI_Allreduce etc., constitute the communication bar as shown in the Figure 2 . More than 99% of the communication time comes from MPI_Allreduce call used to communicate the estimates by the distributed LASSO-ADMM function. MPI One-sided calls for distribution of the data is shown as 'Distribution', while parallel-HDF5 data loading and saving is the 'Data I/O' bar. We analyzed the program in detail with Intel Advisor [7] tool for the performance of various sections of the code. The performance of matrix multiplication with Intel-MKL was 30.83 GFLOPS (Giga-Floating Point operations per second) with an arithmetic intensity (Floating point operations per byte of data moved from memory) of 3.59 FLOPs/Byte and the performance of matrix-vector multiplication was 1.12 GFLOPS with an arithmetic intensity of 0.32 FLOPs/Byte. Both the BLAS operations were found to be DRAM memory bound. The performance of the triangular solve function used by LASSO-ADMM function for matrix decomposition was 0.011 GFLOPS with an arithmetic intensity of 0.075 FLOPs/Byte.
2) Exploiting Algorithmic Parallelism:
The innate algorithmic parallelism exhibited by the U oI LASSO was exploited by having bootstrap level (P B ), regularization parameter level (P λ ) and ADMM computation level parallelism. These runs were performed on lower end of dataset spectrum, 16GB, 32GB, 64GB and 128GB with 2176, 4352, 8704 and 17,408 cores, respectively. The P B × P λ configuration used were 16×2, 8×4, 4×8 and 2×16 with B 1 = B 2 = q = 48 for all the runs. The dataset size and the ADMM cores were doubled maintaining the parallelization configurations. The runtime of the different configurations are shown in Figure 3 . Across various configurations the 2×16 has a better runtime for all the datasets. Also across the dataset runs we can see a slight increase in the communication time for ADM M cores = 272 and ADM M cores = 544. This increase in the communication time was accounted by the MPI_Allreduce call from LASSO-ADMM implementation to collectively converge at an estimate value.
3) Multi-node Scaling: The multi-node scaling analysis is carried out for weak scaling and strong scaling of U oI LASSO implementation. Parallel reading of the input file becomes an issue for multi-node scaling runs as 1000s of cores try to read the data in parallel. In an unoptimized run, the read time takes 10s of minutes which can worsen with an increase in the data size and the number of nodes. For large datasets, the HDF5 input files are stripped into different Object Storage Targets (OSTs), explained in detail; in [8] . The files are stripped for 160 OSTs to achieve a faster reading time. reducing the read time of large datasets to a few seconds. The scaling runs were performed with no P B and P λ parallelism and dedicating all the cores to distributed LASSO-ADMM computation.
Weak Scaling: In weak scaling, the problem size associated with each compute core stays constant and additional computation cores are added when the size of the input dataset increases. We maintain a factor of 2 for our weak scaling runs, meaning as the dataset size is doubled the number of cores were also doubled (refer Table I ). Figure 4 shows the weak scaling of U oI LASSO . Since matrix multiplication contributes the most to the computation time, and since the problem size per compute core is almost the same across different configurations, we find that computation exhibits nearly ideal weak scaling with slight increase for 8TB. It is seen that MPI_Allreduce call contributing to the communication time scales proportional to the increase in the core count.
Strong Scaling: In strong scaling, the problem size to be analyzed is kept as 1TB and the number of computation cores is increased from 17,408 to 139,264 (refer Table I ). Figure 5 shows the results of the strong scaling run. The computation time shows a decreasing trend across different configurations due to the increase in the number of cores for the same dataset size. At 139,264 cores the computation goes below expected computation strong scaling trend, the reason being that the total size of the problem per core becomes small, which Intel-MKL library takes advantage of the AVX512 extensions making the matrix multiplication computed per core faster. Another reason for superlinear computation time is that the data matrix size per core becomes small which reduces the DRAM accesses. As seen in the weak scaling runs communication time increase with increasing number of cores, but beyond 69,632 cores the LASSO-ADMM converges faster making the communication time almost equal to the ideal strong scaling.
B. Performance and Scaling of U oI V AR 1) Single Node Performance: The Algorithm 2 creates a high dimensional matrix by Kronecker Product for each bootstrap subsample. The resultant matrix has a block diagonal structure with high sparsity. From Algorithm 2, if the input data is dense the sparsity of the problem can be calculated as 1 − For example, if a dataset has 95 features, the resultant matrix post Kronecker Product has a sparsity of 98.94%. So it is intuitive to exploit this sparsity by utilizing sparse linear algebra libraries. Figure 6 shows the single node run of the U oI V AR implementation with Eigen3 Sparse C++ LASSO-ADMM. It is seen that the total execution time is dominated by the computation time. Like U oI LASSO , communication is predominantly from LASSO-ADMM MPI_Allreduce call. The distribution time denotes the distributed Kronecker Product and vectorization. U oI V AR implementation was also analyzed with the Intel Advisor software for performance metrics. The performance of sparse matrix multiplication was 1.08 GFLOPS with 0.15 arithmetic intensity and the performance of matrixvector multiplication was 2.08 GFLOPS/sec with 0.33 arithmetic intensity. The performance of Simplicial Cholesky function and the triangular solve function used for matrix decomposition were 0.054 GFLOPS and 0.0082 GFLOPS respectively.
2) Exploiting Algorithmic Parallelism: To exploit the algorithmic parallelism exhibited by UoI algorithms, a series of runs with P B and P λ parallelisms were performed. The runs were carried out for problem set sizes of 16GB, 32GB, 64GB and 128GB. The number of ADMM cores were doubled with doubling the problem size. The runs were performed for B 1 = B 2 = 32 and q = 16. The computation dominates the execution time, which decreases with increases in parallelism of P λ as shown in the Figure 7 . It can also be noted that as the P λ parallelism increases the Kronecker Product of Vectorization time increases. From Algorithm 2 (lines 5, 21 and 22) the distributed Kronecker product and Vectorization is done for each bootstrap, and thus by reducing P B parallelization increases the distribution time across different problem sets.
3) Multi-node Scaling: Weak and Strong scaling analyses were performed for U oI V AR . The U oI V AR has a very different problem to U oI LASSO for data loading and distribution. The dataset size is very small compared to the problem size that is created during runtime. Distributed Kronecker Product and Vectorization creates this problem size which is of O(p 3 ) (p is the number of features) compared to the input data size. So unlike U oI LASSO distribution strategy only a few processes read the data in parallel and via MPI One-sided communication builds the problem.
Weak Scaling: The weak scaling plot for U oI V AR is shown in the Figure 8 for B 1 = 30, B 2 = 20, q = 20, with no P B or P λ parallelization. The Y-Axis in Figure 8 is given in a log-scale to show logarithmic increase in the distribution time. It can be seen that computation has almost ideal weak scaling, and the communication time also increases with increase in core count as seen in U oI LASSO . The distributed Kronecker Product and Vectorization do not scale well and is proportional to the increase in the cores and problem size. One of the main reasons for this trend is the cubical trend of the problem size explosion (O(p 3 ), where p is the number of features). Since the input data is read only by a few processes (n readers) and all other processes repeatedly access n readers cores to build the problem via MPI_Get, there is a bottleneck. One way to mitigate the problem is by P B parallelization as seen in Figure 7 .
Strong Scaling: The strong scaling plot for U oI V AR is shown in the Figure 9 . It can be seen that across increasing core sizes computation time has an almost ideal strong scaling. The reason for an ideal computation time is because of the matrix-vector multiplication which has a linear scaling, and as discussed earlier, the sparse matrix product is done using Sparse Eigen C++. Even though the communication does not have an ideal scaling it minimally affects the total runtime of the program. The distributed Kronecker Product and Vectorization scales proportional to the increase in the number of cores like the weak scaling.
V. DISCUSSION
There is a trade-off between communication and computation in U oI LASSO , as shown in Figure 4 . When the data size per core increases the computation time increases because the computation bottlenecks are BLAS gemm and gemv operations. On the other hand for large datasets, the runtime of the code is determined by communication via MPI_Allreduce call, whereas the computation has a near ideal scaling. Almost 98% of the communication time, MPI_Allreduce, that is seen in weak and strong scaling is from 'Model Selection' section of the algorithm. To mitigate this effect of communication on the runtime, P B and P λ parallelism can be adopted as shown in Figure 3 based on availability of resources.
To improve the communication bottleneck, especially MPI_Allreduce, different optimization strategies explained in [9] can be incorporated.
As shown in Figure 8 , there is a trade-off between computation and distribution in U oI V AR . For smaller problem sizes computation dominates the program runtime and for larger problem sizes (especially for problem sizes 2TB and above) distribution dominates the total program runtime. The reason for this being the problem size explosion, where for a small input data size the distributed Kronecker Product and Vectorization creates a large matrix. One of the ways to avoid the problem is by utilizing P B parallelism. Another way to alleviate this issue is by using communication avoiding algorithms and using local computation modules to create the matrix and then have a one-time communication to create the large matrix. As shown in Figure 9 , it can be seen that the distribution is directly proportional to the increase in the number of cores.
VI. REAL DATASET
A single session non-human primate reaching task dataset [10] was analyzed using U oI V AR . Monkey reaching behavioral tasks were recorded in [10] with two monkey subjects. Some of the recorded datasets consist of spikes for both the motor cortex (M1) and, the somatosensory cortex (S1) recordings for 192 electrodes as features. The recorded spikes had 51111 samples recorded for one session. In the VAR model, the dataset created a problem size ≈ 1.3TB. The problem was executed on 81,600 cores on Cori KNL. The computation and communication times were found to be 96.9s and 1598.72s, respectively. The distribution time was 3034.4s.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have implemented U oI LASSO and U oI V AR using the Union of Intersection framework which promises high interpretability with increased prediction. We have presented a scalable U oI LASSO and U oI V AR implementation with a randomized data distribution strategy for HDF5 to aid parallel bootstrap subsampling for U oI LASSO and distributed Kronecker product and vectorization for U oI V AR . The singlenode performance evaluation and multi-node scaling runs used a wide range of sizes of synthetic datasets. Our weak and strong scaling analyses show that U oI LASSO is communication bound and U oI V AR is distribution bound for large datasets and problem sizes, respectively. Finally, we have presented discussions on the two algorithms implemented and possible future directions to improve the algorithm for better communication scaling. With our U oI V AR implementation, we have created the largest VAR model (1,000 nodes) we are aware of.
